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1. INTRODUCTION
The generalization of the theory of determinants to operators on infmitedimensional spacesis a cornerstone of analysis. This theory, developed by
Fredholm and others, allows the definition of det(Z+ K) for K an element
of the first Schatten class I, [l, 6,?]. Analogous, regularized determinants
det,(Z + K) exist for K E Z,. In the applications, the operator Z+ K is often
the ratio of two unbounded operators, e.g., two Laplace or Dirac
operators.
In this paper we investigate analoguous structures for the Pfaffian. In the
finite-dimensional case, the Pfahian is well known as a square root of the
determinant of an antisymmetric matrix. It turns out that the notion of an
infinite-dimensional Pfaffian emergesnaturally in various applications, e.g.,
representation theory of loop groups [S], conformal field theory [8], and
loop space index theorems related to iV= 1 supersymmetry [3].
We present a systematic treatment of the existence and continuity of
Pfaflians in infinite dimensions. For A, BE Z, we define the relative Pfafian
Pf(A, B), which in finite dimensions and when A is invertible equals
Pf(A-1-B)
Pf(K’)

.

(1.1)

The relative Paffian is an invariant, i.e., it is basis independent (the Pfaffian
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itself depends on an orientation class). In finite dimensions the Pfaffian
satisfies
Pf(A)2 = det(A)

(1.2)

while in infinite dimensions we have the corresponding relation,
Pf(A, B)2 = det(Z- AB).

(1.3)

In addition we define and study relative Pfaftian minors and regularized,
relative Pfalfians. For example, for A, BE Z2,,, n odd, we define a
regularized, relative Pfaffian Pf,(A, B) with the property that
Pf,(A, B)’ = det,(Z- AB).

(1.4)

The relative Pfaflian Pf(A, B) may exist even though Pf(A-‘) and
Pf(A -’ -B) do not. For example, if A is a 2N-dimensional, invertible
matrix, then (- l)N Pf(K’) = Pf(A)-‘. Thus both Pf(A) and Pf(A-‘) cannot have limits as N+ co. On the other hand, a ratio of Pfafftans, and
hence our relative Pfahians, can have a well-behaved N+ cc limit. In other
words, the theory of det(Z+ K) as a perturbation of the identity det(Z) = 1
only has an analog for the relative Pfaflian of two operators. In spite of the
identities for the squares of the relative Pfaffian, the analytic problems for
the existence and continuity of the PfatIlan cannot be immediately reduced
to those for determinants: the Pfallian does not obey a multiplication law
like that for determinants. These issues are settled here by development of
absolutely convergent expansions in finite-dimensional Pfaffians. As a consequence,if A and B depend analytically on a parameter, then Pf,(A, B) is
also analytic.

II. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL

PFAFFIANS

For the reader’s convenience we review in this section the basic properties of finite-dimensional Pfalfians. We base our approach on expressing the
Pfafian as a Gaussian “Berezin integral” over a Grassmann algebra [2].
Parts of this section are also similar to Mathai and Quillen [4]. Our main
goal is to derive the expansion (11.29) which we then formulate as
Definition II.7 of the relative PfalIian.
Let Y denote a finite, even dimensional, real Euclidean space, and let
ie , , ..,, e2N} denote an orthonormal basis for Y. Let Vc = Ilr @@ be the
complexification of V, and let C be the complex conjugation on Y$. By
Y(Vc) we denote the set of endomorphisms of “lr,. An endomorphism
A E Y(Vc) is called skew-symmetric, if AT = -A, where the superscript T
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means transposition, or equivalently, A* = - CAC, where * means hermitian conjugation. Let Y”(V) be the set of skew-symmetric A E Z(V).
11.1. For A E =!Y(Y), the Pfaffian is defined by

DEFINITION

PW=+g..z,,

(-1)nA.(l)n(2)...An(2~-1)n(2~)r

(11.1)

where SZNis the symmetric group on 2N elements, and where A, are the
matrix elements of A with respect to {e,, .... e,,>.
A convenient representation of the Pfahian is given by a Gaussian
integral over a Grassmann algebra. Let B denote a real Grassmann algebra
generated by 2N elements 5,) .... l,,. These elements span a vector space
.& and satisfy
{tip

tj}

=

titj

+

tjti

=

O3

l<i,

j<2N.

(11.2)

Let gC= ‘9 @ %Zbe the complexification of 9. The Berezin integral [2] j . dt
is a linear funtional from 9ZC
to C. The monomials

where aj = 0 or 1, define a basis for 3,; on these elements we set
5;‘.

if a,=a,=~~~=a,,=l,
otherwise.

..

s

(11.3)

The functional (11.3) can also be viewed as a multidimensional, iterated
integral. Let dtj, j= 1, .... 2N, be a basis for .M* dual to (tj}. Define onedimensional integrals 1. dtj, d<j E J#*, by

I dtj = 0,

I 5k &j = dj/c.

(11.4)

It is natural to regard tj and dlj as elements of A (J& 0 A,*), so we have
the algebraic relations
{&iv &j} = 0,

{ti, &j) ~0.

(11.5)

Then (11.3) can be regarded as an iterated integral with respect to

d5=d52,vdL-,

. ..dl..

(11.6)
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The Grassmann algebra 4 can be naturally identified as the exterior
algebra over ^v,,

Under this identification, a linear transformation I/E Y(VC) has a natural
action on B. For f E 4, let Vf denote this action. Linear transformations
on the generators 11, .... tZN of 9 yield a transformation of the Berezin
integral. This is the basic convariance property.
PROPOSITION

II.2 [2].

For VE ,Ep(YJ and f
j Vf dt=det(V)If

l

$,

d&

(11.7)

The Berezin integral transforms under a linear change of coordinates
according to the inverse Jacobian. The proof of (11.7) follows immediately
from

I 5i,t;i,...Si2Nd5=&il...iZN’

(11.8)

where si, ...izn is the sign of the permutation i,, .... i,, of { 1, .... 2N).
Let (5, At ) denote the quadratic form

<<,A<)=

1

Atjtitj-

(11.9)

iSi,j<SN

Then the PfalIian can be expressed as a Gaussian integral
(11.10)
It follows from Proposition II.2 that for any VE Y(K)
Pf( VTA V) = det( V) Pf(A).

(II.1 1)

This means that Pf(A) depends only on the orientation class of the basis
{e 1, .... e2,} of the underlying real Euclidean space V.
The Pfalfian is also characterized (up to sign) as a homogeneous
polynomial in the A, which is a square root of det(A). This fundamental
property is summarized by
PROPOSITION

11.3. For A E LP(K),
Pf(A)’ = det(A).

(11.12)
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Before establishing (11.12),we introduce the notion of a complex Berezin
integral. Let 3’ denote an isomorphic copy of Y with generators &,
k = 1, .... 2N, and let ‘C!?
= 4 0%; be the graded tensor product of the Z,
graded algebras gCand 3:. Then
{tk,(;}=O,

k,l=l,...,

(11.13)

2N.

We define new generators for 3,
(11.14)

{l]k,

?I>

=

b/k,

%>

=

It?,>

O.

(11.15)

(d& -id&),

(11.16)

ii,>

=

Also let
dtlk =L
&

dfk zL

(dtk i- id&),

a

so the one-dimensional integrals

I ‘ikdtlk= I tlkd’ik= 1

(11.17)

yield as iterated integrals
f

bkfk)

d’lk

d’ik

d’ik

=

=

(11.19)

1

and
f

d’lk

drik

=

I

tlk

d’lk

I

iik

Lhfk

4-k

=

0.

(11.20)

Since dqk difk commutes with dqr and dtj,, a 2N-complex dimensional
Grassmann integral can be defined by
drj dtj = fi
k=l

(d& dtjk).

(11.21)
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Aij) dq dtj = det(A).

(11.22)
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Then with

it follows that

I exp(q,

11.3. For A E _EpO(c),

Proof of Proposition

<rl>Aq) = t<tl, At) + b<t’, At’),
SO
ev(rt,

4)

= exp(l(&

A5

>) exp(4<5’, At!’ >)v

and det(A) = Pf(A)‘, as claimed.
We now introduce the notion of the relative Pfafian. As in the case of
ratios of determinants, the relative Pfaffian plays an important role in the
theory of perturbations of Gaussian measures. For A E .Y(VJ and S a subset of ( 1, .... 2N), let A, denote the restriction of A to the subspace of K
spanned by {ej}j, s (we give {ej}jsS the orientation induced by {ej}f”i). It
is also convenient to define
Pf(A,) = 1,

0 = empty set

(11.23)

and
Pf(A,) = 0,

(11.24)

if (S( = (Cardinality of S) is odd.
We now define the PfatIian minor. Let c be a subset of { 1, .... 2N)
and let 8 denote its complement. Let s(cr,0’) denote the sign of the
permutation of ( 1, .... 2N) given by (0, a’) with the elements arranged in
increasing order.
11.4. Let A E Y(-U;-,) be invertible. The PfafIian minor
corresponding to c is defined by
DEFINITION

Pf”(A) = ~(0, a=) Pf(A.,).

(11.25)

Let q, i= 1, .... 2N, denote an independent set of 2N Grassmann
elements, satisfying
{t,,&}={&%}=o.

(11.26)
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11.5. Let A E 5f”(VC) be inoertible. Then

hOPOSITION

i(&A-lS)+(S,C)

&=Pf(A-i)exp(i(Y,Ad))

(11.27)

and
PP(A)= (-l)‘““‘Pf((A-‘),)
=](n

Pf(A)

ej)exp(~(C,AC))dS,

(11.28)

jea

where n denotes the product of tj in order of increasing j.
ProoJ Using the antisymmetry of A,
--4(AP{-F-,

A(A-I<-F))

=~(r,A-‘~)+(~,r)-~(~-,~~-).
We exponentiate and integrate this identity over dt. Using Propositions
II.2 and II.3 we obtain (11.27).The identity (11.28)now can be obtained by
identifying the power series coefficients of (11.27) with respect to Yk.
PROPOSITION

11.6. Let A, BE dRa(VC)and let A be invertible. Then
pf&;‘-;)B)

= 1 Pf( A,) Pf( B,),

(11.29)

S

where the summation extends over all subsets S of { 1, .... 2N).
Proof. Using the representation (II.lO), we write

Fix a set S= {j,, .... j,,} with j, < j, < . .. < jzk and sum over the permutations of the elements of S. Using Proposition 11.5,
Pf(A-l-B)=

c s:,~=2~(-1)*Pf(B,)Pfs(A-1).
k>O

(11.30)
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Thus
Pf(A - l- B) = c Pf(A,) Pf(B,) Pf(A -I),

(11.31)

S

and the proof is complete.
Having the nice expansion (11.30)which is symmetric in A and B, we can
elevate this result to a definition.
DEFINITION

11.7. For A, BE Y(-Y,),

define the relative Pfaffian of A

and B to be

WA, B) = 1 Pf(As)Pf(Bs),

(11.32)

s

where the summation extends over even subsets S of { 1, .... 2N}, with the
convention (11.23).
Remark. It follows from Proposition II.6 and (II.1 1) that
Pf( V-‘A( V-l)=, V=B?‘) = Pf(A, B),

(11.33)

for all invertible VE 9(-Y;,). In particular, Pf(A, B) is independent of the
choice of basis in -Y. It is an invariant.
PROPOSITION

11.8. For A, BE LfO(K)
Pf(A, B)* = det(l- AB).

(11.34)

Proof: For A invertible, this follows from Propositions II.3 and 11.6.If
A is not invertible, perturb A and remove the perturbation.

III. THE INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL

PFAFFMN

In this section we extend the definition of the relative Pfalhan to the
infinite-dimensional context. In Theorem III.3 we establish absolute convergence of the expansion (11.32) for Pf(A, B) under natural assumptions
on A and B.
Let %’ be a real separable Hilbert space, and let {ei}iE N be an orthonorma1 basis of %‘. By 9(Z) we denote the set of bounded linear operators
on X’, and by I,(&‘) we denote the pth Schatten class of operators with
the usual norm llAllp = (Tr(lAIP)}“p, where (Al = (ATA)‘/*, and where the
superscript T means transposition.
Let Hc =X @ @ be the complexification of X, and let C denote the
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complex conjugation on x. By Y(K) we denote the set of bounded linear
operators on x$. Every operator A E 9’(#,) can be uniquely represented in
terms of its real and imaginary parts,
(111.1)

A=Ar+iAi
with A,, Ai real, i.e., CA,C= A,, etc. In fact,
A, =; (A + CAC),

(111.2)
Ai =& (A-CAC).
By Yea
we denote the set of skew elements of zc, namely A E Y(Sc)
satisfying (A)T= -A, or in other words, A* = - CAC, where * means
Hermitian conjugation. Let Z,(x) be the p&Schatten class equipped with
the norm llAllp = {Tr(A*A)P’2}‘iP. W e also introduce the antisymmetric
Schatten class Z;(JQ = Z,(.JQ n 9O(%=). Finally, by Y we denote the set
of all finite subsets of N with an even number of elements. For SE Y’,
(111.3)

Pf((CAC),)=Pf((-A*),).
PROPOSITION

111.1. For A E Z;(Xc),

&

IWAd ‘<expi

(111.4)

IIAII:.

Proof. Let SO~5. Then using (111.3),

c IW&)12=
SC.90

1 Pf((-A*),)

WA,)

SC&

(111.5)

= Pf( -A&, A,).
Using (11.34) and the well-known estimate (det(Z+ K)l < exp IlKI ,,
Pf( - A& A,) = {det(Z+ A&A,)}

Gw f llAsoII~.

1/2
(111.6)

Since A, + A in Z;(@, we can pass to the limit SO+ N in this inequality
to obtain (111.4).
DEFINITION

111.2. Let A, BE I;(#=). Define the relative Pfaflian by
Pf(A, B) = 1 Pf(A,) Pf(B,).
SEF

(111.7)
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It is clear that
Pf(A, B) = Pf(B, A).

(111.8)

Furthermore, Proposition 111.1 ensures the absolute convergence of the
series (111.7)for A, BE 1;. By the Schwarz inequality we obtain
THEOREM 111.3. For A, BE Z;(&‘),

VW4 B)I G 1 IPfVs) Pf(~s)I
SET

(111.9)
COROLLARY 111.4. Let A, BE Z;(SC) and z,, z2 E C. Then
P&,4

z,B)

is an entire function of zl, z2.

Next we establish Holder continuity of the mapping A, B + Pf(A, B).
THEOREM 111.5. For A, A’, B, B’ E I;(&‘),

Pw, w- Pf(-@,B’)l < (IIA -A’ll* + IIB-B’ll,)
x exp dUll4

+ IIA’llz + 1)’

+ (ll41* + IIB’llz+ U2}.

(111.10)

Proof
The theorem follows immediately from Corollary II.4 and [6,
Lemma 6.61, namely
LEMMA 111.6. Let X be a complex Banach space andf: X+ @ a function
such that

(i)
(ii)

z+f(T+zV)

is entirefor

all T, VEX.

There is a monotone nondecreasing function
that for all TE X

If(V

G: !R+ + [w+ such

G G(IITll).

Then

If(T)-f(V)1
for all T, V E X.

G IIT- VII WIITII + IIVII + 1)
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111.7. For A, BE Z;(Xc),
(111.11)

Pf(A, B)* = det(Z- AB).
ProoJ: Using Proposition II.8 and Theorem III.4 we have
Pf(A, B)* = !JnN Pf(A,, B,)2
= JimNdet(Z- A,B,) = det(Z- AB),
as A,Bs + AB in Z2(Xc).
THEOREM

111.8. Let A, BE Z; and let V and V-’ be bounded. Then
Pf(A, B) = Pf( V-‘A( V-l)T, VTBV).

(111.12)

ProoJ This is a consequence of (11.33) and a restriction of the series
(111.7) for (111.12) to finite-dimensional subspaces. Since V-‘A( V-‘)T,
VTBV, A, and B are all I,, we can remove this approximation.
Remark. We infer from (111.12) that Pf(A, B) is a basis independent
invariant.
We can use (111.12) to extend the definition of Pf(A, B). In typical
applications A E Z; + E, B is an unbounded, skew-symmetric operator, and
we wish to “transfer” regularity from A to B.
DEFINITION 111.9. Let A, B be skew-symmetric, let V be invertible, and

suppose
V-lA(V-l)T~Z;,

VTBV~ Z;.

Then define Pf(A, B) by (111.12).
IV. THE RELATIVE PFAFFIAN

MINOR

DEFINITION IV.l. Let A, B E Z;(R=) and let o E 9. The relative Pfaffian
minor of (A, B) with respect to o is

PP(A, B) =

Pf(A;,,)
c
Sno=QI

Pf( B,).

(IV.1)

SEF

Clearly, PF(A, B) is a generalization of Pf( A, B),
PfO(A, B) = Pf(A, B).

(IV.2)
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The following two results generalize the corresponding theorems about
relative Pfafians.
THEOREM
IPf%C

Proof

IV.2. For A, B E Z;(X=), CJE Y,
B)I <

c
Sna=0

IPf(4,,)

Pf(B,)I

$expa

(llAll$+

11~11~).

UV.3)

We bound the middle term in (IV.3) by
i

c
Sno=0

IPf&“,

)12}1’2 {

c
sna=0

IPf(Bs)12}1’2

l/2

112
G

1

i

SET

.FF

IW~d12
I

ImM2

1

i

.

(IV.4)

Using (111.4) we bound (IV.4) by exp f (jlA]js + llB/:), which proves the
bound (IV.3).
COROLLARY

IV.3. For A, A’, B, B’ E I;(*=) and o E Y,

l~~“(A,~)-~P(A’,~‘)I~(llA-A’I12+lIB-B’l12)
xexp

iW4112

+ (IIBII2

THEOREM

+ IL4’I12 + 1J2

+ llB’ll2

+ V’>-

(IV.5)

IV.4. Let A, BE I;(*=) and supposethat (I- AB)-’ E L?‘(sQ.

Then
PP(A, B) = (- 1)‘0”2 Pf(((Z- AB)-’ A),) Pf(A, B).

(IV.6)

Proof: Formula (IV.6) holds if A and B are replaced by A, and B,,
respectively, for SE F-. Since IIA,B, - ABll = o( 1), as S + N, there is an
S, EY such that (I- A,B,)-’ E 9(X=) for all Sz SO, and that
(IV.7)

II(Z-AB)-‘-(I-A,B,)-‘IJ=o(l),
as S-, N. This and Corollary IV.3 imply that
PP(A, B) = JimNPf”(A,, B,)
= ,“--“NW((Z-

A,B,)-’

A,),) Pf(As, B,)

= Pf(((Z- AB)-’ A),,) Pf(A, B),
where we have also used Theorem 11.4.The claim follows.

(IV.8)
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COROLLARY IV.5.

With the same assumptions

Pf”(A, 8)2=det(((Z-AZ3-1

A),) det(Z-AB).

(IV.9)

V. THE REGULARIZED, RELATIVE PFAFF~AN

In this section we generalize the notion of the relative Pfallian to a
regularized, relative Pfaffran Pf,(A, B). For A, B elements of the Schatten
class Z;,, the regularized, relative Pfaffian can be defined and
Pfi(A, B) = Pf(A, B). The most important property of Pf,, is that
Pf,(A, B)*= det,(Z- AB).

(V-1)

For A, BEI;,,, it follows that ABE Z,. The regularized Fredholm determinant det, is defined on I,,, so (V.l) is a natural relation.
Let us begin by introducing the function
R,(t)=(t-1)exp

(V-2)

By interpolation, we obtain the representation

= Ji Sn-iexp (iz:

(st)*ik)

ds.

(v.3)

Thus T,,(r) is an entire function and
IT,(t)1 Gev (iz:

ltl”lk>.

For A E Z, it follows that T,,(A) is bounded and R,(A) E I,. Hence for
A E Z,, it follows that det(Z- R,(A)) exists and [6]
det,(Z- A) = det(Z- R,(A)).

(V.4)

We also note that for A, BE I&, n odd,
(AB)‘“-

I)‘* A E Z;,

(BA)‘” - ‘)‘* BTJAB)

E Z;.

(V.5)
(V.6)
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The skew-symmetry of (V.6) follows from the identity
(BA)’ BT,(AB) = T,(BA)(BA)’ B,

W.7)

where r is a positive integer.
V.l.

DEFINITION

For A, BE I&, n odd,

Pf,(A, B) = Pf((AB)‘“- ‘v2 A, (BA)‘“- 1)‘2BTJAB)).
PROPOSITION

(V.8)

V.2. For A, BE I;,,, n odd, the relation (V.l) holds. Also
IPWt

WI Gexpty, WW9

(V-9)

for a constant y,, independent of A, B.

ProoJ

We use (V.8) and the identity (111.11).Then
Pf”(A, B)2 = det(l-

(AB)” TJAB)) = det,(Z- AB).

By means of [6, Theorem 6.43,

WW-

WI

G ew(2y,

11~~11~)9

and the proposition follows.
We have the following continuity property of the regularized, relative
Pfaflian.
PROPOSITION

V.3. Given n odd, there exists a constant yn such that for A,

B, A’, B’ E I;,,
IWU,

B)-%(A’,

WIG(IlA-Al,,,

+ IP-B’II,,)

~ev~~nCW412n+ 11-4’112,
+ 1)”
+(llBllzn

+ IIB’IIzn + WI).

(V.10)

ProoJ This is a consequence of (V.8), Proposition 111.5,and HGlder’s
inequality.
It is important that our definition of Pf,(A, B) is natural, even though it
appears complicated. When AB E I,,
det,(Z- AB) = det(lOur analogous result for Pf, is:

n-l 1
AB) exp ,g, j Tr(AB)j .
(.
>
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COROLLARY

V.4. For A, B E I;,
Pf,,(A, B) = Pf(A, B) exp i :f’ i Tag

_

(V.11)

J=l

Prooj: As a consequence of (V.l) and the representation of det, above,
Pf,(A, B) = &(A, B) Pf(A, B) exp i yf’ 3 Tr(AB)’

,
>

J=1

where &(A, B) = + 1. By continuity, as expressed in the proposition,
&(A, B) = &(A, 0) = 1, and (V.ll) holds.
DEFINITION VS. Let n be odd, let A, BE Z;,JXc) be such that
(I- AB)-’ E Y(X), and let CJEF. We define the regularized Pfaffan
minor to be

Pf;(A, B)=(-1)‘““2Pf(((Z-AB)-1A),)Pf,(A,
THEOREM

B).

(V.12)

V.6. With the same assumptions as in Definition V.5,

IPf:(A, WI <<!I IIAII$* exp(y, ll~~ll”,~

(V.13)

with j?, and y,, independent of A, B.
Remark. The estimate shows that the regularized, relative Pfaffan
minor extends by continuity to all A, BE I&. The singularity of the first
factor in (V.12) cancels against a zero of the second factor yielding a welldefined object.
Proof. We have
IPf;(A, B)I*=det(((Z-

AB)-’ A), det,(Z- AB)

= ,bO ej, Al”l(Z(
< llAll$ IIA’“‘(Z-

AB)-’ A A ej) det,(Z- AB)
jeo

AB)-‘11 det,(Z- AB).

With the help of the inequality

IIA”(Z-- T’II
this yields (V.13).

det,U- T) G SY exp&, IITll:X
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As above, this bound yields
COROLLARY

Iwm,

V.I.

With the same assumptions,

B) - PfW’, WI < /q’( I(A)

+ llA’II*, + lp”*

x (IIA --4’II*n
~expbd(I1412,
+ (ll~ll2,

+ IP-B’IIzJ
+ lL4’IIZn + 1)”

+ IlB’IIIn +

WI)‘.

(V.14)
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